SOME OTHER RELATED TOPICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Doors of each room should be facing East.
Bedrooms should be in South and West.
Placement of mirrors on South and West wall are inauspicious.
While sleeping head should be in South or West but never in North.
Pooja room should be in North East. All idols and photographs should be facing East or
West.
6. Toilet seat should be in North-South only. It should not be in East-West.
7. Out houses should not touch the compound wall of North and East side.
8. Stairs should always be in clock-wise direction.
9. Anything underground should be in North or East.
10. Anything above ground should be in South or West.
11. Porch should not touch the North or East compound wall.
12. Big trees should not be grown in North or East. They should be in South or West side of
the house.
13. Face East or North while reading or transacting any business deal.
14. Face East while cooking, West is allowed if there is no alternative, but never face South
while cooking.
15. Total number of doors and windows should be in even number for each floor, but
should not end in zero like 10, 20, 30. The width of the door should be half the height
of the door. The door should not be too high, too low, too wide or too narrow. The
doors should be rectangular and square doors should always be avoided.
16. Ventilation should be looked after and good cross ventilation should be present.
17. Never put the poster of crying girl, war scene, sexy scenes, angry man, owl, eagle etc :
they are inauspicious.
18. Doors should open inside the room and not outside.
19. In bed rooms, always use bed of four legs only. Never use box type bed because it
stops the air circulation under the bed which is bad for health.
20. Never eat or drink in standing position.
21. No room should be built under the stairs.
22. The cupboard in the wall should be in the Southern or Western part direction of the
house.
23. In the kitchen, grinder, fridge, shelf and other heavy items should be towards South
and West wall.
24. There should be no water body in front of any entrance door of the house.

STUDENTS : TIPS FOR ATTAINING A BETTER RESULT
This is a academic week as now coming the TEACHER’S DAY……. So why not to give some tips
to the students who are very bright but are not able to explore themselves fully .Many a times
students complain that they are not able to concentrate , learn or retain what they have read
.The remedy to these problems was formulated by our ancestors in the form of the directional
science of Vaastu Shastra .For students eager to do well , here are a few techniques ,
following which the students can achieve success in their studies and obviously bring about a
positive changes in grade and will come off with flying colors.

















The room to be chosen for study should be in the east, North or the North-East
direction of the house. These directions improve the absorption power and increase the
knowledge content. Along with that if the door of the room is also in either of these
directions , the result turns out to be the best.
The study room should have images of Lord Ganesha and Goddess Saraswati.
The books in the study chamber should be kept in the South-West , South or West
direction and not in the North – East .In addition to that if the north – east direction
bears heavy weight it shall pressurize the students’ mind.
Furthermore , if the student studies on the table and chair , the table should not stick
to the wall .It should be at least 3 feet away from it . Along with that unnecessary
books should not be piled up on the table . Only the books which are needed should be
kept on the table. Load of books on the table create unnecessary mental pressure on
the mind .The study books should be placed in the cupboard in the cabinet rather than
in the open .And if the shutter of the cupboard is kept shut , the flow of energy is
constantly maintained.
If the learner makes use of the Table lamp then the lamp should be kept in the SouthEast corner of the desk. Plus if it is a square table then nothing like it. Further the size
of the study table should not be too big nor too small. It should be just the size which
is comfortable for the working of the student. A big sized table diminishes the working
capacity , whereas the small table gives rise to depression.
Moreover , if possible , the walls of the study room should be light orange in color as it
is very auspicious and enhances the wishing power as well as supports the speedy
progress of mind.
Along with that , at the same time of study , the learner should use a pyramid cape as
it proves to be extremely beneficial . Not only that it embellishes the remembering
power and absorption.
The student should ensure that after studying when they go off to sleep , their head is
in the South direction . It helps in maintaining the magnetic balance of the body and
the earth.
And last but not the least , a pendulum watch is a must in each and every study room.

THE BENEFICIAL VASTU ACCORDING TO THE SUITABLE DIRECTION.
- Plot facing EAST is good for scholars,philosophers,priests,professors,teachers etc.
- Plot facing NORTH is good for those in Power,Administrators and those who work for
government.
- Plot facing SOUTH is good for business class and for those who work in business
organizations.
- Plot facing WEST is for those who provide supporting services to the society.
Moreover the buyer should also keep in mind his Zodiac sign(Raashi) in mind selecting the plot
or the enterance facing different directions. These are as follows:

Cancer
Scorpio
Pisces
Gemini
Virgo
Capricorn
Taurus
Libra
Aquarius

EAST facing plot

SOUTH facing plot

WEST facing plot

Aries
Leo
Sagittarius
USEFUL VASTU TIPS

NORTH facing plot

SOME USEFUL TIPS BASED ON VASTU AND FENG-SHUI

1. Allow a bright light on the main door.
2. It is best to leave only maximum 5 door open.
3. Avoid keeping a T.V. set in bed-room.
4. Avoid keeping any water feature or plants in the bed room.
5. Do not use seperate mattresses and bed-sheet.
6. Arrange the furniture to from a square or a circle or an octagon in.
7. Brighten the corners.
8. Place a picture of bright sunrise on southern wall in living room.
9. The wind should come from south-west in the bed room.
10. Dining-room should not expose to the front door of your house.
11. Never put mirror in kitchen.
12. Keep the broom and mops out of the sight in kitchen.
13. Keep the bathroom and toilet door closed as much as possible.
14. Windows should open outward normally.
15. Do not keep prickly cactus, plants in the house.
16. Place an aquarium in the south-east corner in living room.
17. Place a happy family picture in living room.
18. Please cheque ther aren't grown very high trees like Bangan, Pipal, Thornytrees.
19. Please cheque the gate of the lift is not in front of the main gate of the house.
20. There should not be any room which has

shape.

21. There should not be obstructive houses surrounding your plot.

22. The house should be fully airy and has enough water resource.
23. The seat in the latrin should be NORTH-SOUTH.
24. In the office, sit facing the door.
25. Hang a picture of mountains behind you in the office.
26. Place the computer on your right side on the table.
27. A ladder to go up stair curved on the right side should be devided in to two parts.
It should be constructed leaving north-east or south-west direction.
Ladders stepping down towards north or west creates waste of Lakshmi.

28. One should never hoard stale food, withered flowers, torn clothes, waste paper, waste
materials, empty tins, old jars and useless things. These things prevents Lakshmi from
entering the house.

29 If there is marble flooring in the house you should see that the old leather shoes are not
lying here and there.
Marble is considered to be holy stone. If possible avoid marble in bedroom, bathroom, latrine.

30. In a place of worship in the house it is necessary to have open atmosphere. Use marble in
the worshiproom.Take care that there is enough light and air. Latrine should not be near
worship room.keep cleanliness and always light insense sticks.
Vastu Colour Indication

